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when you throw in a secret storyline between brendon and his therapist dr. katz, home movies is a hilarious, slightly surreal comedy. since the characters
are all voiced by small, they all sound distinctly different, and the sketches are distinct and varied enough to avoid repetition. a lot of sitcoms strive to be
funny but end up telling the same stories in the same way over and over again. however, home movies often delivers with a mix of comedy and drama
that makes it clear these characters have a story to tell, and they use the medium of a sitcom to do it. the humor comes from brendon's eccentric friends
and the crazy, absurd situations they continually find themselves in. brendon's grandfather, who is a poet and has ridiculous ideas, is played by vincent
schiavelli, former star of many tv shows, including happy days, and fame. brendon's mother paula is played by comedian paula poundstone, who was
known for her roles in movies like the stepford wives, and television shows including roseanne, cheers, and seinfeld. it's a very different and eccentric take
on a child-centric sitcom, and one of the most entertaining series in recent years. home movies remains one of netflix's best comedy shows, and is one of
the many reasons that the company deserves to be a top streaming service. home movies is currently in its 10th season, and many of its characters
return to the world of brendon and dr. katz in subsequent seasons. let's hope brendon continues to make movies and the adults in his life continue to tell
him how to run his life, as brendon's life is never short of unique and hilarious.
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taichi is a scout for the titular "dragon empire," the best of the best in the dragon-riding world. he's a veritable brute, with a fierce and determined look
that few people can stand against. but that's not all he's got -- thanks to a mysterious power, he can fly, and his skills are just the beginning of what's to
come in dragon quest. admit it, you're a mystery science theater 3000 fan. with the movie license for the thing going cheap as the mid-1990s concluded,

this tv series found a way to cram in an entire movie from start to finish. with a longer running time than that monster-movie staple, the show occasionally
ran until the late 2000s, and for a while, it was the closest anime managed to get to setting up its own mst3k tv movie. if you're into martial arts, you'll
love "old kung fu." watch as an assortment of traditional chinese martial arts get upstaged by the newest, flashiest moves. like most anime (and drama,

and everything), fullmetal alchemist is all about the action -- while it's a lot about warping reality, it's also a lot about high kicks and brief but intense
sword fights. and of course it's got that bruce willis-style badassery to back it up. for any fans who weren't wowed by its two-part 100th-episode recap, this

series can't be stopped. kotone, an invisible girl who believes in the love of spirits, is losing her memory. as she loses more of her memories, a spirit
appears to her and teaches her a technique to help her remember her past. le chevalier d'eon is a french historical drama series co-produced by ingmar

bergman and france's les inrouges, which brought animated depictions of history to life with gorgeous production values and animation. 5ec8ef588b
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